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By Robert N. Stavins

Worried About
Competitiveness?

T

he potential impacts of proposed
national climate policies on the
competitiveness of industries is a major political issue. The ultimate answer
to the question of how best to address
such concerns is to bring all key countries — both the industrialized nations
and the developing world’s large, rapidly growing economies (China, India,
Brazil, Korea, Mexico, South Africa,
and Indonesia) — into a meaningful (post-Kyoto) international climate
change agreement. But, for the most
part, that long-term objective is outside of the reach of the domestic policy
of any single nation, even the United
States.
Imposing a price (cost) on carbon in
the United States — whether through
a cap-and-trade system or some other
means — at a time when some countries (in the developing world) are not
taking comparable actions raises grave
concerns about negative impacts on
the competitiveness of U.S. industry, particularly in energy-intensive,
trade-sensitive sectors, which serves
to heighten worries about possible job
losses.
The environmental side of the same
coin is “carbon leakage.” Imposing a
cost on the production of carbon-intensive goods and services shifts comparative advantage in the production
of those same goods and services in
the direction of countries not taking
on such costs. Also, reduced demand
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in the United States for carbon-inten- be addressed in any domestic climate
sive fuels such as coal can be expected policy which is to be both meaningful
to reduce worldwide demand enough and politically pragmatic.
that the global price of coal would fall,
The approach most frequently prothereby making it more attractive for posed by policymakers and the apuse in countries that are not participat- proach utilized in the European Union
ing in a meaningful international cli- in its Emission Trading Scheme is to
mate agreement (or otherwise taking give allowances for free to specific secsignificant domestic climate actions).
tors and companies. This makes the
Both routes can result in a shift receiving companies happy, but has no
of carbon-intensive production to effect on their international competicountries without climate controls, tiveness. Such a free grant of allowances
and therefore an increase in their is no different than cash; that is, a fixed
CO2 emissions. This is carbon leak- subsidy. The allowances can be sold by
age, which reduces the environmental the receiving companies, are as good as
benefits of mitigating emissions and cash, and represent a lump-sum transreduces cost-effectiveness of any ac- fer from the government, not tied to
tions (properly measured in terms of carbon abatement efforts or production
net changes in CO2 atmospheric con- (and hence, in the language of economcentrations). Given that the United ics, are infra-marginal subsidies rather
States, the European Union, and Japan than marginal incentives).
are net importers of embodied CO2,
Since the subsidy has no effect on
while China and India are net export- the company’s marginal cost of proers, the environmental — as well as duction (its supply function), it has no
the economic — imeffect on international
pacts of carbon leakage
competitiveness. The
Free allocations
are a natural concern of
company will continue
lawmakers.
to find it as challenging
cannot address
But despite the high competitive issues of a as it did without the
levels of attention that
subsidy to produce ceinternational
com- cap-and-trade system ment, steel, or whatever
petitiveness therefore
at a price that can comreceives in debates about domestic pete with companies located in counclimate policies in the United States, tries without climate policies (apart
economic research has consistently from liquidity effects, which are mifound that the actual competitiveness nor in most cases). And the domestic
impacts of proposed domestic climate company will have the same incentives
policies would not — in quantitative as previously to locate its next producterms — constitute a major economy- tion facility in a country without a cliwide economic issue, partly because mate policy.
differences in other costs of producSo free allocations can not really
tion (including labor and energy costs, address international competitiveness
without accounting for carbon con- impacts of a cap-and-trade system.
straints) across countries swamp dif- But are there other ways that the imferences in costs due to environmental pacts can be mitigated within a wellpolicies, including prospective climate designed cap-and-trade system? The
policies.
answer is yes, and that will be the topic
On the other hand, this is a real of my next column.
issue for some sectors, in particular,
energy-intensive industries subject to Robert N. Stavins is the Albert Pratt Profesinternational competition, such as alu- sor of Business and Government at the John
minum, cement, fossil fuels, glass, iron F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
and steel, and paper. More important- University, and Director of the Harvard Enly, it is in any event a major (economy- vironmental Economics Program. He can be
wide) political issue. So, it needs to reached at robert_stavins@harvard.edu.
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